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ABSENTEE BID FORM 
 

First Name Second Name Customer No. 

Street City, ZIP Code Country 

Tel Email or Fax 

 

□ Do not arrange shipping □ Shipping □ Airmail □ Courier Service 

Payment Method 

□ VISA    □ MASTERCARD  

□ Bank transfer in € (all bank charges pre-paid and including shipping cost)  Account name: OstLicht GmbH; Account number: 9317520 

Bank: Raiffeisenlandesbank NOE-Wien AG, Michaelerplatz 3, A-1010 Vienna; Code: 32000 / Swift code: RLNWATWW / IBAN: AT59 3200 0000 0931 7520 

I accept OstLicht Photo Auction to bid on my behalf on the following lots. Absentee bids must be received 24 hours prior to the start of the auction. 
The maximum bid price does not include the premium. I agree to be bound by the conditions of sale as printed in the catalogue. 
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* Not necessary for telephone bidders. 

 

 

> I agree to be bound by the conditions of sale as printed in the catalogue. In the event that several bidders submitted identical highest bids, the 
auctioneer will start by calling out a price in favour of the highest written bid that is 10% higher than the second highest written bid. The one that was 
received first will be awarded the winning bid (unless on-site bids outbid the highest written bid). 
> Written bids must be received at least 24 hours before the start of the auction and they must contain the exact address of the bidder along with the 
maximum bid exclusive any commission or other charges. All bids will be executed as cheaply as possible up to the maximum price indicated for each 
lot. 
> Bids will be increased in increments of 10% of the starting price. The bids for lots valued at EUR 2,000 and higher will be raised in steps of EUR 200, 
lots valued at EUR 4,000 and higher in steps of EUR 500. As a rule the starting price is the one listed in the catalogue, as long as there are not several 
higher written bids at hand. 
> The total purchase price consists of the hammer price, the buyer’s premium and applicable VAT or amount in lieu of VAT at applicable rate.  
- For items exported to non-EC countries, the premium is 20% - For items not exported outside the EC the premium is 24%  
- On items marked with * symbol 20% (for photographs) or 10% (for books) will be added on hammer price and premium for buyers within the EC 
and the buyer does not have a valid VAT number. - For property with * symbol VAT registered buyers from the European Union (EU) countries may 
have the VAT refunded if they provide us with their VAT identification number when registering for bidding.- Buyers taking property to a non-EU 
country in person may have the VAT refunded if they provide evidence that the property has been removed to another country outside the EU in the 
form of a copy of customs export documentation stamped by customs officers.> Invoices for successful bids made in writing or by telephone will be 
sent out to the respective highest bidders after the auction has ended.  
They have to be paid in full and without any deductions within eight days after reception. 
> Telephone bids have to be confirmed in writing and are at the risk of the caller. OstLicht Photo Auction reserves the right to refuse absentee or 
telephone bids without disclosing the reason. 


